GROLIER ONLINE ENCYCLOPEDIAS (any one): (through portal)
- click on MIDDLE SCHOOL TAB FIRST
- enter term in search bar. This will bring up related articles from seven encyclopedias.
- the different encyclopedias may have different reading levels, (1-4) and different amounts of information. CHECK out ALL the articles on your topic.
- in each article, CHECK FOR OTHER RESOURCE TABS: links to magazines; web sites etc.

WORLD BOOK STUDENT : (through portal)
- type ANCIENT EGYPT in the search bar. This brings up an overview.
- Links to all the topics are on the left. Click on the “related articles” tab too!

OTHER RELIABLE WEB SOURCES:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/egyptians/
From the British Museum- wide range of topics

http://www.history.com/topics/ancient-egypt
History Channel – lots of information and video clips

http://quatr.us/egypt/
Ancient Egypt from history to art to daily life- lots more!

http://www.pbs.org/empires/egypt/index.html
Egypt’s Golden Empire: The new Kingdom; a day in the life of pharaoh, nobleman, craftsman, priest, soldier, farmer, woman; hieroglyphs, virtual map of sites, timeline etc.

http://egypt.mrdonn.org/
EVERYTHING Ancient Egypt- short articles on many topics with links to related information

http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/life/home.html
Ancient Egyptian people: what did they do, how did they live?

http://www.biography.com
Famous ancient Egyptians

http://www2.si.umich.edu/chico/mummy/
Mummies of Ancient Egypt:

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/pyramid/
Nova Online (Pyramids):
Discovering Ancient Egypt by Mark Millmore: Everything Egypt!

Egypt’s Golden Empire

Metropolitan museum: search and browse art of Ancient Egypt

Explore Ancient Egypt on pbs.org

King TUT

Pyramids and links to more Egypt

Artifacts, timelines, kings etc.